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ABOVE:
In the nid 1B9O't witb a recetsion in progrer, Richard Bocb
erecuted rcueral snall reliefi. This plaster panel for tbe couer
of the Cosnopolitan Art Club Erbibition Catalogue of
189) used thefamiliar Victoryfigure standing apon a globe.
Boch photo.

COVER: Tbe Schilter Builtling.

In tbis detail of the upper arcade, the heafu and roundeb can

be rcen agaiat a background of profuse lrnament. Tlte first
andfffi lteadt are identical. Photo by Ricbard Nickel.

Photos not otherwise credited are either by Mr. Hallmark or

from his priuate collection ofpltotot by unhnown phltlgraph-
erc.
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Ricbard W Bock,

Sculptor

By Donald P. HallmarlJ

Part I:
Tbe Early Work

If Richard Walter Bock had not executed a great
amount of sculpture to embellish the buildings
designed by a group of noted and avant-garde
Chicago architects shortly before and after the turn
of this century, he would be relegated to a relatively
obscure position among his fellow American sculp-
tors. The sculpture being produced in the United
States was not progressive nor was it truly Ameri-
can, for it was dependent upon European tradition
and training. Bock acknowledged this fact when he
too joined the painters and sculptors crossing the
ocean to enroll for courses in European institutions.
To be able to return to America and say that he had
been schooled in the great academies of Europe was

an important status factor to both a young and
aspiring sculptor and the wealthy patron who would
commission him. Even among architects there were
only a few who refused to go abroad, the most
noteworthy being Frank Lloyd Wright,l whose be-
lief in his own abilities and ideals was exceptionally
strong. This belief, however, did not prevent Wright
from associating with and using the talents of men
with European training such as the sculptor Richard
Bock.

Ricbard lY. Bock in 1917 wlten tbe tcalptor was fifty-aao
years old. He died in 1949.

Donald P. I{allmarh is currently teacbing art bistory and fine arts at Greenuille College in lllinois, He obtained t/:e
Bachelor of Fine Arts degreefrom tbe Uniaercity of lllinois ond the Master of Arts degree from tbe Uniuenity of lowa in
197o. Under tlte superuition of Dr. Robert Alexander, Mr. Hallmark worked on a project recording some of tlse important
examples of art and architecture of lowa and conpleted h* Master's theit on Ricbarcl Bock. Tbis article and the one to
follow in the nefi itsue are adapted fron tltat theis, uhich coaered tlte entire oeuure of Bock, and included an ertensiue
catalogae of h*works. A copy of tbe catalague may be obtained from t/te author.

Frank Lloyd Vright, An Aatobiography, New yorl:, 194j, p

* Sincere thanks are due to the children of Richard V.
Bock, Thorwald Methven Bock and Dorathi Bock pierre,
whose numerous letters and suggestions helped to make the
thesis possible.
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Literature, Science, and Art for the Indianapol* Public
Library uat begun and completed during the rame yearc ar
the work at tbe Columbian Exposition and the Scbitler
Bailding. It was originally placed atop the library and h now

in temporary rtorage. Pboto coartesy Indianapolit-Marion
Counlt Pablic Library.

If the study of Frank Lloyd Wright is responsible
for the interest in the work of Bock, it would be
both unfair and inaccurate simply to remember him
as the sculptor used by Frank Lloyd $7right, for he
was employed by many private persons and public
organizatiotrs and by many other architects of the
Chicago School. At one time or another, on one
project or on many, Richard Bock produced sculp-
ture for the structures of Louis Suliivan, Dwight
Perkins, Robert C. Spencer, Jr., Charles E. White,

Jr., and William Gray Purcell, among others.

Bock was born in the small town of Schloppe,
Germany, in 1865 and accompanied his family a few
years later when they emigrated to Chicago.2 In
good European tradition the father took the son
into his craft to become a cabinet maker, although
the son would aspire to be a part of a more

2 The date of 1865 is given in "Richard \7. Bock," Americat
Art Amrul, XX, New York, L921, 446 and in "fuchard V.
Bock," Who's Vho in America, XXII, Chicago,1.942,345, b\t
his citizenship papers are undated. His daughter, Dorathi
Bock Pierre, believes that the 1865 date is correct. "Death
Claims Richard V/. Bock, Famous Sculptor," Oah Leaue:, July
7 , 7949, p. 4o gives a date of 1 864.

respected occupation, that of modeller and finally
sculptor. By the 1880's Bock had obtained a job as

a wood carver with a local interior decorating firm
but was also taking life drawing and modelling
lessons. Within five years he was a carver and
modeller for Chicago's Northwestern Terra Cotta
Company, and he also traveled to New York where
he worked for several decorating firms. When the
amount of work declined after only one year, Bock
decided to return to his home in Chicago. He was

hired as a modeller of terra cotta ornament but soon

began to plan an extended trip on which he could
see the great monuments of European art and also
be educated in European schools. In about 1888 he
left America, spending two years studying in Berlin
and one yeat at the Ecole r/es Beata Arts in Pari.s,

where he was a pupil of Alexandre Falguiere.r
During this time he met and made friends with
other aspiring sculptors of future American fame.
Among these were Karl Bitter, Hermon Atkins
MacNeil, and Frederick MacMonnies.

However much time Bock spent as a student in a

studio, he still was able to make trips to look at art
and architecture and therefore saw many of the
major artistic monuments of Germany and France,
and before returning to America he even undertook
a brief 1'ourney during the summer of tSgt through
Italy.

With the prestige of a European education and a
knowledge of the great afi works of Western civ-
ilization, Bock arrived in Chicago in late summer
189 I and set up his first studio in Chicago's Loop.
Of course Bock knew of the migration of hundreds
I Much of this information on the early life of Bock is found
in Bock's "Autobiography," Unpublished manuscript 1943-
1946, in the possession of Thorwald M. Bock, Northridge,
California, with copies in the Villiam Gray Purcell Archives,
formerly in Pasadena, California, now at the University of
Minnesota, and in the possession of Vilbert R. Hasbrouck,
AIA, Executive Director of the Chicago Chapter of A.I.A.
The autobiography was originally written on twenty-five pads

of paper with extremely conlusing page numbers. The type-
written copy has the information assembled in chronological
sequence with the pagination being reorganized so that most
chapters are designated by a Roman numeral and begin with
page one. Footnotes will use the typewritten copy's method
of designating page numbers.

It must be remembered that Bock was nearly eighty years
of age when the "Autobiography" was written, and that

ll}o":* 
lucid, he could not always correctly recall dates and

For a detailed discussion ofthe early years ofBock's career
see the author's "Richard V/. Bock: Sculptor for Frank Lloyd
Vright and the Architects of the Chicago School," Unpub-
lished Master's thesis, University of Iowa, 1970, chapter II.
Copies of the thesis may be found at the Oak Park Public
Library, the Chicago Historical Society, the Avery Archi-
tectural Library at Columbia Universiry, and The Prairie
School Press archives.
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of laborers and artists to the ciry at this time, for the
contracts for the construction of the buildings of the
World's Columbian Exposition had been awarded
in May and June and work was plentiful. Within a
few months he had obtained three large commis-
sions: extensive decorative work for several build-
ings of the Chicago Fair, the interior sculpture of
Louis Sullivan's Schiiler Building, then in the early
stages of construction, and a free-standing monu-
mental sculpture group for the new Indianapolis
Public Library.a

In 1893 occurred one of the important events of
American cultural history, the World's Columbian
Exposition. While Daniel Burnham, the Director of
Works, was selecting ten of the country's most
successful and well-known architectural firms to
design the major buildings and several leading
American sculptors to carry out the important
sculptural commissions, Richard Bock was still an
art student in Paris planning his forthcoming trip
through ltaly. Thus, he was not present when
Frederick MacMonnies, only two years Bock's elder
but already having established a reputation at the
Ecc,/e des Beata Arfi, was chosen by his former
teacher Augustus Saint-Gaudens, chief consultant
for sculpture at the Columbian Exposition, to exe-
cute the monumental Columbian Fountain. Neither
did Bock have the luck of young Karl Bitter, who,
upon coming to the United States from Germany,
was immediately befriended by New York architect
Richard M. Hurlt and hired as his modeller. When
Hunt received word that he was to design the
Administration Building for the Chicago Fair, Bitter
was appointed to do all the sculpture for the facade.

At the time Bock returned to America and Chicago,
he had no reputation and was not acquainted with
any noted architects. Had Bock come back from
Europe three months earlier and been abie to obtain
the Schiller Building sculpture commission from
Louis Sullivan at that time, Sullivan might have
appointed him to execute the scuipture for his
Transportation Building. This opportunity never
arose, and Bock was forced to go directly to
construction firms at the site of the fair to obtain
work.

Returning to Chicago too late to be considered
for one of the special appointments for sculpture,
Richard Bock found employment with Phillipson
and Company, the construction firm that had won
the contract rights to build the Mines and Mining

4 Throughout the 1890's Bock continued to enter com-
petitions for academic sculpture work even when involved in
proiects for Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Vright. See
Hallmark, chapters II, VII.
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Bock au regonsible for tbe decorations of tbe soath

entrutncatay of tbe Mining Building of the Colambian
Etposition. Sctlon S. Beman, arcltitect. Courtesy Cbicago

Historical Society.

Building and the Electricity Building, where a pair
ofstructures which were to stand next to each other
on the north bank of the Court of Honor.

The Mining Building with its horizontal lines and
heavy features was given a wealth of ornament, and
therefore is important for studying the early work of
Bock. For this structure he executed the spandrels
of the north and south entrances, various figural
sculptures, and probably the large, decorative me-
dallions on the piers flanking the entrances. The
work for the Mining Building, when considered as a

whole, represented Bock's largest single effort at the
exposition. He had combined neoclassical elements
with touches of realistic contemporary iife, a trou-
bling combination of the familiar and the symbolic
without admitting the contradiction. In producing
sculpture that was an integration of two opposite
ideals, Bock was not alone, for all of the sculpture of
the Columbian Exposition was a testimony that he
was working in the correct "style".

When the work for Phillipson and Company had
been completed sometime in 1892, Bock was able
to obtain a commission on the grounds of the fair
for the Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company's walk-
through exhibit which consisted of a large globe
(the Schlitz Company trademark) and numerous

7
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decorative figures., It was Bock's first use of a globe
and supporting figures, a motif that he would
employ several times in sculpture for Frank Lloyd
Wright.6 As was typical of Bock's work at this time,
the Schliz composition relied heavily upon the
ideas of nineteenth century Parisian sculpture, in
this instance a monumental group by Jean-Baptiste
Carpeaux. Surely this sculpture must be the origin
of Bock's globe and supporting figures.T

The ideas used in the exhibit for the Joseph
Schliz Brewing Company remained in Bock's mind
for many years and did not disappear as quickly as

the actual sculpture did upon the completion of the
fair's run in late 1893. The reappearance of the
globe motif occurred at least twice more in Bock's
work of the nineties and three times in the archi-
tectural sculpture for Frank Lloyd Wright in the
5 The exhibit was situated in the Manufacturer's Building at
the fair.

6 On this sculpture he collaborated with Franz Rugiska
(RusiskaT), who had worked with Thomas Boyle on the
sculpture for Sullivan's Transportation Building.

7 Carpeaux' Fontane de l'Obreruat0ire.. the Four Qilaneri af the

Globe had been placed in Paris only two decades before Bock
arrived in Europe.

Neoclassical tpandrel for tlte Mining Building, $aff (a

mkttre of plaster and hemp), 1891, World's Colambian

Exposition. The canding ftgare beneatb tbe sculpture it
Richard lY. Boch.

Tlte Joteph Scblin Brewing Company ubibit at Chicago.

Tbis is the first appearattce of the globe and sapparting figaret
that would be a fauorite ubject of Boch't worh throagbout
tbe ninetiet and euenfor Frank Lloyd Wright on the Larhin
Building c. 1905. Pboto coartesy Schlia Brauing Com-

Pany.

Pboto coartesy

Chicago Historical Saciety.

* .e
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Tbh group by the Frencltnan Jean-Baptiste Carpeaax was

undc,tbtedly known to Bock when he wat in Paris. The

"Aatobiograplty" mentions tbat lte had seen tlte worh of
Carpeaur. Fron Frederick Licbt, Scalptare, 19tb and 2otb
Centariet

early years of the twentieth century. Whereas his
work on the Mining Buiiding was more important at

the time of the fair, in the end the Schlitz globe
motif proved to be immeasurably more in{luential
on his future sculpture.

Bock was not preoccupied solely with his own
work at the fair, however, and had taken notice of
Louis Sullivan's Transportation Building. Years

later he wrote:

. . . the gem of all buildings, which was Sullivan's
Transporation Building with its rainbow arch
entrance. This distinction was accorded Mr.
Sullivan by all national and international
architects, and it still continues to live and leave
its message of pure architectural tenets.s

In late 1891 Louis Sullivan and Dankmar Adler
were designing the Schiller Building for downtown
Chicago, and from them Bock obtained a sculpture
commission that was completed at the same time as

8 Bock, 0p. crr., cha,ptet IV, p.l.

the work for the Columbian Exposition. It was also
in the office of Louis Sullivan that Bock first met the
young Frank Lloyd Wright.

Richard Bock's first sculpture studio was located
in a building housing numerous artists on Wabash
Avenue near Van Buren Street, only one block from
the Auditorium Building where Adler and Sullivan
maintained offices high in the tower. In the early
months of 1891 the architects received the commis-
sion for the Schiller Building, a structure that was to
contain both offices and a theater. In conception it
was very similar to another of their multiple-use
buildings, the Auditorium hotel with offices and
theater, completed less than two years before the
awarding of the architectural contracts for the Schil-
Ier complex. Under the general supervision of
A. C. Hesing, a prominent Chicagoan of German
ancestry and a part owner ofthe building, construc-
tion contracts were let in June of t89t. The in-
tention of Hesing and his financial backers was to
establish a home for a German opera company, a

home that would provide an appropriate and rich
setting for operatic performances. Under obligation
to design a lavish interior, Sullivan decided to use

artists and sculptors, including Albert Fleury, pre-

viously employed by Suilivan for the murals in the
theater of the Auditorium, and Arthur Feudel, a

Gern.ran-born mural painter residing in Chicago.

With the securing of the commission of Faat and

Marguerite for the Schiller theater, Arthur Feudel
returned to his offices located in the same building
as Bock's studio. In working with Sullivan Feudel
discovered that a sculptor for the Schiller work was

being sought, mentioned the possibility of employ-
ment to his friend Richard Bock, and thereby
provided the impetus for Bock's visit to the archi-
tect's office only a short distance away. The impor-
tance of this commission in Bock's career cannot be

underestimated, for it provides not only an irrter-
esting association of architect and sculptor but also

reveals the artistic principles under which Sullivan
and Bock worked. ln addition it was perhaps here at

the Schiller that several architects of the Chicago

School first encountered Bock's work, memories of
which would remain only to be recalled later for
their own sculpture commissions for which Bock
would be chosen. Unknowingly, he had begun to
establish himself as the primary sculptor for the
Chicago School of Architecture.

Upon hearing of the Schiller commission, Bock
went to the offices of Adler and Sullivan where
Louis Sullivan quickly glanced at his offerings and

dismissed him, "brushing it all aside as of ncr

consequence."e Persistent, Bock told A. C. Hes-

9 Ibid., chapter 7lI, p.2.
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ing of the event, and Hesing, who had been in-
troduced to Bock by Arthur Feudel, accompanied
the sculptor back to the office of the architect. The
new confrontation produced rapid results. "Do you
want Mr. Bock to do this work?" queried Sullivan of
Hesing. r0 There followed an affirmative answer,
whereupon Sullivan agreed and told the sculptor to
obtain blue prints from his chief draughtsman, who
was then Frank Lloyd Wright. Bock was given the
necessary plans, and at the age of twenty-six came
under the ascendenry of America's greatest prac-
ticing architect of the time.

The reasons for the initial rejection of Bock were

known only to Louis Sullivan and died with the
architect in 1924, but there is sufficient evidence to
warrant speculation. Although trained in drawing,
Bock did not consider drawing as an end in itself, as

Sullivan often did for architectural renderings and
ornamental features of his buildings. The architect
was known to be an unrelenting perfectionist, a

characteristic the sculptor simply did not have, and
thus the drawings must have struck Sullivan as

being rough, unfinished, and poor in quality, where-
as the sculptor considered them only as a prelimi-
nary step on the way to three-dimensional plasticiry.
Sullivan's first opinion may have been strengthened
by a second one: Bock was not a particularly
creative or innovative artist and belonged to a

tradition established by nineteenth century academi-
cians. To Sullivan, the great designer, Bock was a
competent but uninspired sculptor. A third I'actor
perhaps affecting the architect's decision was that
unless a man and his work were outstanding,
Sullivan simply did not have time to spend inter-
viewing applicants, for in the same year as the
Schiller commission Adler and Sullivan designed
several major structures, ornamental details of
which had to be thought out, sketched, and some-
times rendered by Sullivan himself. Chosen by
Daniel Burnham in 1890 to design the Trans-
portation Building for the Columbian Exposition,
the Adler and Sullivan firm was required to submit
plans for construction purposes by late spring of
L 8! I , roughly the same period as the Schiller
commission and construction contracts.ll When
Ellis Wainwright's wife died on April 1), 1891 and
was buried in St. Louis, he turned to his friend
Sullivan for a design of a mausoleum.r2 There was
also the ill-fated project for the thirty-six story
Fraternity Temple, the most massive structure ever
planned by Alder and Sullivan. !7hat with these
1.o Ibd., p.1.

1 1 Louis Sullivan also served as the secretary for the tsoard
of Architects of the Columbian Exposition.

12 The \(ainwright Tomb, constructed in 1891-1892 in
Bellefontaine Cemetery in St. Louis, is still extant.

proiects and occasional periods of rest and relaxa-
tion at his cottage in Ocean Springs, Mississippi,
Suliivan was extremely busy. When Bock's designs
did not immediately impress him, he quickly re-

iected them in favor of more pressing and important
problems.

Sullivan's reversal of the initial opinion is both
more surprising and yet more easily explained.
Although he was noted for his uncompromising
attitude on all mafters pertaining to architecture,
Sullivan perhaps realized in a second meeting that
Bock was extremely congenial and would produce
whatever the architect wanted. The first opinion
had been that Bock would be a detriment because of
his lack of creativity and the unimpressive quality of
his drawings; at the second meeting Sullivan real-
ized that Bock might be an asset because of his
temperament and willingness to carry out the archi-
tect's basic ideas. Bock was hired as quickly as he
had been dismissed.

Upon receiving specifications and, possibly, cer-

tain suggestions concerning the subject matter from
Hesing and Sullivan, he made sketches for the two
large lunettes, their spandrels, and the surrounding
decorations that were to be placed above the boxes
on either side of the theater. In no way can these
sculptured lunettes be considered of minor con-
sequence in Sullivan's design of the interior. It is

true that they were extremely ornamental and were
meant to enhance and complement the architecture,
but the position of the lunettes was such that no
person attending the theater could miss them, for
they flanked the stage and served somewhat as

introductory screens.

Each of the lunettesr3contained six major figures
and several putti, with one spandrel figure on each
side of the main scene. Monumental in size, these
lunettes were eighteen feet in lenpph and were
placed seven feet above the floor ofthe boxes. To
the left of the persons in attendance at the theater
was the composition of Homer reading his verses.

Seated in the midst of a small group of listeners, he
was depicted as aJupiter figure elevated upon a dais
and seated on a throne. The scene around him was
an idyliic one composed of nudes, lush foliage, and,
in the background, a Greek temple having an
overabundance of Doric columns. Other than this
architectural structure, there was little attempt by
Bock to produce a trampe l'oeil effect of three
dimensionality. Except for the high relief of the
figures, the composition remained flat and decora-
tive, an embellishment of the wall surface, with the

13 The lunettes and spandrels were removed c. 1930 and
are now lost or destroyed.



Tbese photographs of tlte lunettes of the Scbiller Tlteater

belonged to Richard Bock and are tlte only knoum reproduc-

tions showing the complete rcalpture in detail. Aboue: Homer

reading hh ueres. Below: Scltillu Astride Peguus.

profuse plant life serving only as decoration and not
as an element of landscape and perspective. At the
sides of the lunette were figures representing Art
and Music, the one holding a brush and palette, the
other playing a violin. These spandrels were similar
in conception to several of the spandrels of the
Columbian Exposition's Mining Building on which
he was working at about this same time. More
consistent in decorative effect, the Schiller sculpture
was purely neoclassical.

On the other side of the theater was the lunette
depicting Johann Christoph Schiller riding the
winged horse Pegasus and being led by the nude
figure of Genius, who held a torch of enlight-
enment, a motif also used at this time in the
Indianapolis Library group. As in the composition
of Homer reading his verses, Schiller was centrally
located and surrounded by idealized types. Flanking
this lunette were allegorical ligures of Strength
(Hercules) and Beauty (Diana), the former accom-

panied by a lion, the latter by a peacock. Life-size

statues of children standing on pedestals were

finished, perhaps intended for the low wall enclos-
ing the boxes beneath the lunettes, but as the

placement of the children impeded the view of the
stage, these figures representing Morning, Noon,
Evening, and Night were removed.

A problem arises in attempting to determine the
facts of the actual execution of the Schiller panels,

for it is not know whether Bock and his assistant (or
assistants) worked on the final sculptures. Most
likely Richard Bock and his one known pupil and

assistant at this time, James Earle Fraser (1876-
1.9r3), made clay and plaster models, which were

then either cast in terra cotta or carved in marble by
stonecutters. Although Fraser eventually estab-
Iished a reputation among academic circles that
surpassed that of his teacher and employer Bock, he
cannot be given a major role in the creation of the
Schiller lunettes and spandrels because in 1891 he
would have been only fifteen or sixteen years of age
and thus would have been more involved in the
menial duties of an apprentice.

As Bock was modeiling the lunettes, Sullivan
sent Frank Lloyd tJ7right to inspect the progress of
the panels.

That gave me the first opportunity on my part to
inspect the nuculi ( sic) of a coming great man in
architecture . . . First ofall, he was a breezy
young man (two years younger than Bock), well
groomed, with a definite self-assurance, and no
doubt bespoke his destiny as he does to this day
(1946). His inspection of my work was very
moderate. l4

Upon returning a second and final time to deter-
mine the state of sculpture, Wright departed, and
Richard Bock saw him no more for three years until
189), the date the architect was adding the Studio
to his own home in Oak Park. However brief his
association with Bock during this first acquaintance,

Wright remembered the sculptor of the Schiller
lunettes and employed him for many of his most
well-known buildings.

Perhaps because Bock was closely following the
dictates of Louis Sullivan, Wright recommended no
major changes in the lunettes designs, although the
groups as finally placed were much altered, for as

previously mentioned neither the children on ped-

estals nor the caryatid lions were used. A. C.

Hesing, spokesman for the owners of the German
opera house, Mr. Temple, the lessee of the theater,
and Sullivan had argued about the problem of
obstruction in the boxes due to the excessive
amount of statuary.

Mr. Hesing asked me if I couldn't design
something else as a supporting medium in place

of the lions, and I answered offhand that it could
be done if that would pacily all concerned. Mr.
Sullivan, hearing of this, threatened me that I
would never get another piece of work from him

- a pledge that he kept - if I should change his
design in the slightest degree. t 5

Here Bock has told us the degree to which Sullivan
had planned the Schiller sculpture. In agreeing to
change Sullivan's design by eliminating the lions
and the children, the sculptor had incurred the

14 Bock, op. cit., chtpter III, p. 5.

75 Ibid., p.6.
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wrath of the uncompromising architect. The forms
and figural rypes may have been Bock's, but the
design of the Schiller lunettes and spandrels was
Sullivan's.

With the completion of the lunettes and span-
drels in 1g92, Bock was free to pursue other
sculpture commissions. Before leaving the Schiller
Building and its decoration, however, we should
consider the perplexing problem of the authorship
of the extensive amount of sculpture for the exterior
of Adler and Sullivan's opera house, for it is
possible that Bock was involved with the decoration
of the exterior. If he was responsible for the models
of the numerous terra cotta portrait heads and other
ornamental panels that separated the floor levels of
the main block, a great body of work would be
added to Bock's oeuvre, and, more imporrant, a
new understanding of the Sullivan-Bock relation-
ship would result. Thus far we have established
Sullivan as architect and designer, and Bock as his
hired modeller, but if the exterior sculpture is
Bock's, the building and its sculptural ornamenta-
tion become more of a collaboration between archi-
tect and sculptor. This statement is not intended to
reduce in any way the importance of Louis Sullivan
as the Schiller's guiding decorative force nor is it
intended to elevate Bock to the levei ofco-designer.
Most likeiy Bock obtained his ideas from the
architect and from Schiller's owner Hesing, made
sketches of what they had described in words, and
submitted the designs to them for approval. If
Sullivan was displeased he probably returned the
drawings to Bock with suggested changes. The
amount of sculpture on the facade, if the heads and
decoration were modelled or designed by Richard
Bock, transforms what was previously a large and
important commission into a truly monumental
one, and without doubt, one of the most signilicant
sculpture projects in Bock's career.

With the complete destruction of Sullivan,s office
records in a fire, 16 one of the primary sources of
information on the building was lost. Bock is of no
help either, for although his "Autobiography" men-
tions the lunettes and spandrels, no statements are
made concerning the exterior work. Most damaging
for the theory of Bock's authorship is the fact that
there are no photos of the Schiller Building exterior
sculptures in the sculptor's extensive photographic
files, in which he kept a rather thorough pictoral
record of all his work.rT If both Sullivan and Bock
were silent on the matter of the exterior sculpture,

16 Letter ro the author from Hugh Morrison, June 1J,
r969.

1 7 The files are in the possession of the sculptor,s daughter
Dorathi Bock Pierre, Sherman Oaks, California.

so were many of the contemporary periodicals and
accounts of the Schiller construction, and thus,
there is no documentary evidence as to the identi-
fication of the creator of the sculpture. Long an
authority on Louis Sullivan and a prolific photo-
grapher of his works, Richard Nickel is the only
known sr.rurcel8 to connect a sculptor's name with
the busts on the exterior when he recalls "that Bock
was credited with twelve busts of the composers and
poets" that were situated in the Schiller Building
arcade on the second floor.1e With Richard Bock as

the most likely candidate for authorship of the
sculptural embellishments on the facade, a consid-
eration of the actual portrait busts and decorative
panels should be undertaken before final judgments
are made.

One of the few extant Adler and Sullivan records
of the Schiller Building is a drawing of the Ran-
dolph Street facade dated July, 1891.20 In the
locations on the facade where the busts and panels
were to be placed, no details are drawn, and over the
blank areas appear the words "terra cotta orna-
ment"; therefore, byJuly, the exterior sculpture had
not yet been planned. Only the bare skeletion of the
building had been begun by the end ofthe year, but
it is safe to assume that plans for the ornamentation
had been formulated by Sullivan and Hesing and
perhaps the sculptor before that time.

What finaliy appeared on the facade in 1892 were
twelve portrait busts in the spandrels of the second
story arcade, three ornamental panels of masks
amidst profuse foliage, the masks being placed
beneath the windows at the tops of the round-
arched bays and repeated on all sides of the main
block, and a second group of portrait heads in the
arcade beneath the eaves of the structure. This row
ofheads, however, differed from that ofthe second
story in that the portrait busts of the same men were
repeated every fifth time.2I A comparison of the
heads in the upper and lower arcades reveals that
perhaps they all were the work of only one sculptor,
a sculptor who obviously disliked a rigid, frontal
pose and much preferred turning the head in
varying degrees, not because of compositional re-

::r.JI"n* 
research may prove this statement to be in_

19 Letter to the author from Richard Nickel, September 17,
1969.

20 The original drawing is in the Ryerson Library collection
of the Art Institute of Chicago.

21 The number of portraits appearing in the upper arcade
on the Randolph Street facade was eight, making two
complete sets ofthe four busts. The arcades along the sides of
the Schiller's central block were longer and therefore required
an additional two sculptures, making a total of ten portraits
or two and a halfsets.



The eaues of tbe Scltiller Building were remoued, bat the

decoratiue embellisbments on tbe facade were left intact. Tlte

ornamental panels benteen.floor leueh can also be rcen. Pltoto

by Richard Nickel.

Tbe intuior of the Schiller Btilding Tbeatu, later known as

the Garrich Tbeater. The preuioas location of Bock't

sculptare for tbe lanettes and spandreh can be seen in tbit
photo taken during the bailding't demolition in 1961. Tbe

scalptures were remoued from tbe tlteater in tbe 1930's.

Photo by Richard Nickel.

quirements but simply because he seemed to have
wanted variation in their positions. The rectangular
panels of masks and foliage were naturally of much
different character than the bust sculptures and are

even more difficult to assign.

We may assume that the person who modelled
the busts must have had in mind the portraits by
Lorenzo Ghiberti in his Gates of Paradise, c. 1448 in
Florence. A comparison of the Ghiberti head with
one from the lower arcade of the Schiller reveals a

similarity in the basic conception of the form emerg-

ing from an abstract roundel, as if the figure were

poking his head through a porthole. Although most
sculptors in Bock's time were aware of Ghiberti's
Gatet of Paradise, we tn^y assert that the doors would
have been foremost in the memory of Bock, for only
a few months prior to the Schiller scuipture he had

seen Ghiberti's work in Florence.22

The recent viewing of Ghiberti's Gatet and the
use of the roundel in the Schiller portraits may only
be a coincidence, but the motif must be considered a

supporting factor in determining Bock to be the

author ofthe heads. A second argument is that he

worked at the Schiller on the lunettes, and, al-

though Bock does not mention the exterior heads,

22 In rhe "Autobiography" Bock mentions Ghiberti, along
with several other noted Florentine sculptors and their works.
Bock did not seem greatly impressed by Ghiberti's accom-

plishments. See the entire chapter on Itaiy.

The remodelling of the Schiller Baildkg entranceway and
tbe cbange of rume to the Garrick Theater did not affect the

existence of t/te second flc,or arcade and tbe huelue rculpnred
but:. Tbey remained on tlte faade until the 1961 demoli-
tion. Photo by Richard Nhkel.
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there is no evidence that he could not have done
them and neither is there another candidate to
compete with him for authorship, as of this time. A
third factor supporting him as sculptor is that he
had already done several portraits of friends and
relatives, thus demonstrating that portraiture held
no special problems for him.23

However tempting it may be to assign the work
to Bock, there are certain factors of equal and in
some cases greatet merit that support the con-
tention that he did not participate in the execution
of any exterior sculpture. The first is the matter of
time. He had recently returned from Europe and
had been in America only a few weeks when he
made a model for the Indianapolis Library Sculp-
ture Competition, which he subsequently won. By
early 1892 he had probably begun work on a larger
model or individual studies of the figures in prepa-
ration for the full-size model that was completed late
in that same year. Meanwhile, Bock had obtained
several sculpture commissions at the Columbian
Exposition by October of 1891, continuing his
work there throughout 1892. The Schiller lunettes,
being eighteen feet in length, comprised a large
commission by anyone's standards, even if Bock
had used one or more assistants and if he was re-
sponsible only for a full-scale model and not the fin-
ished work in terra cotta or stone. To add a total of
2J The locations ofthese portraits are unknown.

\
\

Tlte portrait headt on Ghiberti's Gatet of Paradise in
Florence emergefrom tlte sarface by means of rountlels. Tbe
motif is repeltted in tlte heads of tbe Scbiller facade. From
Charles Seymoar, Jr., Sculptare in ltaly 14OO-15OO.

Portrait lseadt of the second Jloor arcade were made of terra
cltta ar war mxt of the exterior decoration. fu far as can be

determined, none of tbe lteadt were identified or signed by the
arti$. Pltoto by Ricbard Nicbel.
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sixteen different models for portrait busts2a and at
least three decorative panels to the already existing
work load would seemingly have inundated the
sculptor as the busts were nearly two feet in height,
and the panels measured more than three feet by
five feet. If the work was Bock's, the year 1892 was
by far the busiest in his long career, and particularly
so because he was never known as a prolific or fast
worker, his total oeuvre being about average in
quantity and size of pieces for a sculptor of his time.

Unless documentary evidence is discovered to
corroborate Richard Bock as the sculptor of the
busts, there is little way of knowing the sculptor's
identiry even after having viewed the actual works,2!
for the panels and portraits, as placed on the facade,
were of terra cotta ani, therefore, not the work of
the artist. He would have been responsible only for
a fuil-scale model which then would have been used
by the terra cotta modellers to create the final
works. The sculptor perhaps never touched the
terra cotta; the idea was his, the heads and panels
were not.

Had he executed this work, Richard Bock most
surely would have commented on the exterior
sculpture for building that would have been seen by
millions of city residents and visitors, for he had no
other commissions that could rival, in terms of
public display, the Schiller decorations. Neither the
Larkin Building in comparatively small Buffalo nor,
later, the Burlington Railroad Station in the prairie
town of Omaha were comparable, yet Bock said not
a word about the Schiller's exterior embellishments
and owned no photographs of its busts or decora-
tive panels.

With time against Bock, and considering the
complete lack of documentation in the sculptor's
own writings and photographic collection, the
sculpture cannot at present be attributed to Richard
Bock. More evidence may prove otherwise.

The Schiller work completed, Sullivan and Bock
parted, never to be associated again, for Sullivan
kept his word about not using the sculptor if he
allowed the original design of the lunettes to be
changed. In general terms a conflict of personalities
had occurred, but there was on trial here something
24 The sixteen different portrair busts consisted of the
twelve heads on the second story arcade and four heads on
the arcade high on the central block, the remaining busts
under the eaves being copies ofthe original four.

2) A larye section of the Schiller facade including several
busts may be seen on the front of the building housing The
Second City Theater north of piper,s Alley on North V/ells
Street in the area of Chicago called Old Town. The Ryerson
Library Collection of the Art Institute of Chicago contains
another of the busts. Other heads were saved at the time of
the building's demolition, but their location is unknown bv
the author.

far more important, the principles of artistic crea-
tion. While Bock was a sculptor who measured
success in terms of his ability to please his clients
and thereby please himself, Louis Sullivan, as arch!
tect, worked first for himself, emphasizing what he

thought was in the best interests of a client. When
Hesing requested alterations in the design, Bock
readily complied, for to him a patron's satisfaction
was foremost. Sullivan disagreed. George Grant
Elmslie, the architect's chief draughtsman for many
years after the departure of Wright, said of Louis
Sullivan:

he lost many jobs because he would not
compromise his ideals, nor play fast and loose
with vital conceptions of what was fitting for the
purpose intended.26

The architect's and sculptor's principles and person-
alities clashed, and each man left the Schiller Build-
ing thinking he was right. Said Bock:

My panels are in place and the painters have
completed their work of giving them an ivory-
toned finish. For me this was my private
unveiling of my artistic effort, and I had many
compliments about this work.27

Following the completion of the Indianapolis
Library group and the sculpture for the Schiller
Building, there was very little work to be found.
This same yeat an economic recession occurred and
had dire effects on most artists and architects, the
established firm of Adler and Sullivan suffering no
less a loss in commissions than Bock himself.
During the years 1893-189t the architects began
only two structures, the Stock Exchange Building in
Chicago and the masterful Guaranty Building in
Buffalo, while Bock was not given a single major
commission of his own until the Omaha Fair of
1898. However financially bleak the period may

have been, Richard Bock did manage to attract a

number of small commissions, important in their
own right and important in the unfolding of his
career. By the end ofthe decade he had established
himself as one of America's leading artists, begin-
ning with several works at Omaha. As we consider
the sculptures of these years, we should remember
that Frank Lloyd S7right took notice of Bock in
18!), commissioning several works throughout the
remainder of the decade. As these pieces constitute
the first stage of Bock-Wright collaboration, they
will be covered in the following issue.

During the summer months when the Colum-
bian Exposition was attracting large crowds, Bock
produced several plaster models and decorative
26 Villard Connely, Louis Stllium as He Liued, New York,
1960, p. 2o3.

27 Bock, op. cit., p.6.
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Neuer execated, tlte projectfor a fountain daigned in 1897
used tbe recarrent globe mot{. Tbe plaster model bas been

datroyed. Pltotofrom tbe 1897 Cbicago Architecaral Clab

Exbibition Catalogue.

A portion of the Ehlah P. Louejoy .ilIonament modek in the
Ricbard Boch ftudio in Clticago, c, t89i-1897. Tlte
memorial is $ill extant in tlte city cemetery, Alton, Illinoit.
Bock photo.

relief sculptures.28 In 1894 there were no major
commissions of any kind, and 1895 was no differ-
ent. During these years, however, Bock had joined
various art clubs in the Chicago arca. The first of
these was the Cosmopolitan Art Club, members of
which included rival sculptor Hermon Atkins Mac-
Neil, a painter Arthur Feudel, and the young James
Earle Fraser. One of the few works Bock executed
in 1894-1895 was a plaster model of the cover of the
Cosmopolitan Art Club Exhibition held at the
Chicago Art Institute. It was a very simple design
depicting an angel-goddess dressed in classical garb
and holding a palette and brushes. Standing atop a
partial globe symbolic of the world, the figure had
both wings and halo, the wings being soft and
billowy, while the halo behind her head became a

symbolic sun with radiating beams of light.
Bock used another Winged Victory figure on the

cover of the 189) Chhago Architectaral Chb Exbibitictn

Catalogue, this show also being held at the Art
Institute. Here, however, the Victory was relegated

to a minor role atop a column in the background.
What was striking about the Architectual Club cover
was its mixture of classicism and contemporary
realism. Leaning upon a low wall, a philosopher (or
architect) contemplated an architectural plan some-
what similar to Bramante's central plan of St.

Peter's. In the background to the right of the
philosopher was the neo-Renaissance facade of the
newly constructed Art Institute which Bock ren-

dered in faithful detail. Although Bock never offi-
cially became a member of the Chicago Archi-
tectural CIub, he continually exhibited with the
group for almost twenty-five years except when he
was involved in large commissions or ones that kept
him out of town.2e Due to his associations with a

variety of Chicago architects belonging to this club,
Bock undoubtedly made friends and clients who
would be instrumental in his future successes.

Among these were Dwight Perkins, Robert C.

Spencer, Jr., and sometime exhibitor Frank Lloyd
Wright.3o

28 For details see Hallmark, 01). cit., cha;pter V, pp. 60-61 .

29 V/hile the plaster cover was the only piece contributed by
Bock to the exhibition in 189r, the 1896 exhibition was the
first time he subnitted a large group of objects, including the
projects for a Champlain Monument at Quebec, a lion
fountain, a Lincoln Monument, and two soldiers' monu-
ments. Other works included a lion group, a statuette, a bust,
and a bacchante.

lO How Bock became involved in the club's activities is a

mystery. It is unlikely that Vright introduced him there in
1895 or earlier, for Vright did not exhibit until 1897 even

though he employed Bock perhaps as early as 1895. V/right
never became a member of the club. Bock probably met some

of the architects at the Art Institute during exhibitions in
1894-1895, as the Art Institute was a favorite place of young
artists and architects.
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From 189) to 1897 Bock was the modeller for a

very large academic sculpture group for the Elijah P.

Lovejoy monument at Alton, Illinois.3r With the
end of Bock's active part in the Alton sculptures, he
designed a project for a fountain which used a

Victory figure and the globe motif like that in the
Schlitz exhibit at Chicago and in the Victory com-
positions for the two art club exhibition catalogue
covers. In the Architectural Club Exhibition of 1897

Richard Bock submitted the fountain project along
with the plaster models for the monument at Alton.

On July 1, 7897 , construction contracts for the
Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha were let,

one of the major buildings having been designed by
architect Dwight Perkins, an offical of the Chicago

Architectural Club and an acquaintance of Bock. In
the spring Perkins decided that the sculpture would
be executed by his friend Richard Bock, who readily

agreed.l2

For Perkins' Machinery and Electricity Building
the sculptor designed a large group ten feet high
and four large eagles to be placed atoP the central

main entrance. Two less complex compositions

were designed for the corners of the building, these

groups being cast twice so that all corners might be

adorned. The works first required a small clay

model, then a quarter-sized model of the final
sculpture, while the last phase consisted of a full-

31 For details of the project see Hallmark, op. cit., pp.63-67.

32 Bock mistakenly dated Perkins'letter N{arch of 1896, an
improbability since the construction contracts were awarded
as late as July of i897. I{ost likely the correct date of the
Perkins' letter was March of 7897, a year later than Bock
acknowledged.

scale clay model for each of the groups. All works
were to conform to the theme of Man's struggle to
control the forces ofnature.

The Omaha Fair, in being the first maior ex-
position since the Columbian Exposition of 1g93,
could do nothing else but imitate the major achieve-
ments of the former, although Omaha's funds were
much less than those of Chicago, the total ground
area was one-fourth the size of the I 891 fair, and the
roof area of the major buildings only one-ninth that
of the Columbian Exposition:3r Following the prec-
edent of the Court of Honor at Chicago, the Omaha
fair was designed as a harmony of Renaissance
stylisms. Dwight Perkins, original architect that he
was, submitted to the congruity of the whole but
still managed to create a powerful facade. Almost all
of the sculpture used at the fair originated in the
European Beaux Arts tradition and was quite sim-
ilar to the work at the Columbian Exposition. Bock
also acceded to the prevailing trend.

Throughout the last two years of the nineteenth
century and the early years ofthe twentieth century,
Bock continued working on sculpture for archi-
tectural surfaces and large monuments. The pedi-
ments of the Burlinp5ton Railroad Station at Omaha

33 Official Gaide to the Vorld's Fair; Tbe Lolxiana htrcbate
Eryorition, 1904, St. Louis, 1904, p. 9.

Tlte rcalptare on Daigbt Perkins' Machinery and Electricity
Bailding at the Omaba Fair of 1898 uas based apon the

theme af Man aJ maiter of natare. The central group aboue

the entranceway consisted of a chariot being pulled by fiue
liom. At tbe cornert aere grlilpr of Man Taming Natare and

Man as Protector ard Conqaeror.
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and the arcade of a Minneapolis department store
filled the years 1 899-1 900.

Returning to Chicago in late 1900, Bock was

contacted by architect Robert C. Spencer, Jr., the
author of the first major article on the work of Frank
Lloyd Wright. As several of Bock's works had been
illustrated in this article which appeared in June of
1900, it was a matter of only a month or two later
that Spencer offered a job to the sculptor. Spencer
had also been familiar with the work of Bock
through the Chicago Architectural Club exhibitions
for which both men had submitted drawings and
models. Thus Spencer called upon one of his
acquaintances to execute a low relief to be placed
above the mantel of a fireplace in the Williams home
being constructed in Evanston, a suburb of Chicago.
The panel was horizontally oriented, the dimen-
sions measuring about four feet by six feet. The
work, a realistic conception of a water scene with a

formation of geese flying over a bed of weeds and
cattails along the edge of a lake, was undistin-
guished. r+

Not long after the completion of the Williams
house sculpture, Bock was again employed by
Dwight Perkins. For the design of Hitchcock Hall at
the University of Chicago, both Perkins and Bock
were forced to submit to the prevailing Gothic
stylism that governed most structures on the
campus. Bock was asked to model the decorative
ornaments, highly original designs by Perkins that
were based upon plants found in the state of
Illinois. As with Wright, the interplay of the minds
of architect and sculptor was probably extensive,
although few facts of the commission are known.3t

The final decorations being made of stone, Bock
was asked only for the full-size models, which were

then copied by the stone carvers. These complex
decorations were placed on the cornices of the
octagonal corner tower, while various other orna-
ments included dragon-head gargoyles and foliate
panels. In the courtyard at the back ofthe L-shaped
building were even more original embellishments
piaced above the piers of the porches, while the
decorations framing the pointed arch doorways
contained corn, violets, clover, and other plants
common to Illinois. For unknown reasons Perkins

14 The Villiams house has not been located by this author,
and it is unknown whether the relief is sti1l extant.

Perhaps the scene alluded to the beaury of Lake Michigan,
the body of water along which Evanston and Chicago form
their eastern boundaries.

3) Hitchcock Hall, a men's dormitory, was begun in 19Ol
and finished in 7902. Exactly when Perkins contacted Bock is
not known. Hitchcock Hall still stards on the corner of 5Zth
and Ellis in Chicago.

and Bock were never associated again, although
both men continued to work in the Chicago area

until the 1930's.

About the time of the Hitchcock Hall decoration,
Bock won a competition to design an Illinois state
war monument to be placed at the Shiloh, Ten-
nessee, a Civil War banlefield. It required the major
part of lgol-19o2, while in 1903 he obtained a

relatively small commission for the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition that was to open in 1904. He
executed only one'group of figures for the Missouri
State Building.

The precise reasons for his minor role at St.
Louis may never be known, but the charge that he
did not have an opportunity to secure a good
commission is unfounded, for he was friends with
several of the architects who designed buildings for
the St. Louis Fair. Bock may have been asked to do
more sculpture, but because of other com-
mittments, he could not accept a ma1'or commission.
Most important, though, is the fact that Frank Lloyd
Wright was using sculpture by Richard Bock. Begin-
ning with the work for the Dana house in
Springfield in 1903,Wright and Bock began a suc-
cessful and mature collaboration of several years
duration. Bock knew of lVright's originality and
talent and acceded to Wright's pleas, Iater to
Wright's directives, so that the sculptor's interest
now lay with the work for the Oak Park architect
and not with temporary sculptures for public ex-
positions.

In summary of the first years of Bock's career, his
sculpture closely followed the Eur6pean ideas and
training of the time. By 19OO he had established a

reputation as a prominent American sculptor com-
peting with his friends Bitter, MacNeil, and Mac-
Monnies and had obtained several important com-
missions at Chicago and Omaha, but the sculptured
figures remained in the academic neoclassical mode
of Beaw Arts tftditi.or', and there was no sympathy
yet berween the sculptures of Bock and the new
architecture that was developing in the studio of
Frank Lloyd Wright and his associates. The relation-
ship of Richard Bock and Louis Sullivan is inter-
esting, as is the contact with Dwight Perkins and
Robert Spencer, but the sculpture was not of great
innovative force. Perhaps of most interest is the
ability of Bock to work with many of the architects
of the Chicago or Prairie School and the formation
of ideas such as the globe motif that will be used in
the work for Frank Lloyd Wright.

The story of Bock and Wright and Bock's later
sculpture for the architects of the Prairie School will
be discussed in the foliowing issue of this journal.



Book Reaieus
AN ORGANIC ARCHITECTURE, Tbe Arcbitecnre
of Democracy, by Frank Llrtyd Wrigbt. Lund Hampbriu
Pabliilterc, Ltd., and Tbe M. L T. Press, London and
Cambridge, 1970, S2 pp. inclading plates, clotb, ,g6.9 j.

If wit and satirical criticism combined with home-

spun philosophy as espoused by none other than
Frank Lloyd Wright is of any interest, then I highly
recommend a recent re-publication of four lectures

given by Wright in May, 1939. !flright delivered the

series as holder of the Sir George Watson Chair of
the Sulgrave Manor in England. Although a rather

archaic and stuffu sounding title to be bestowed

upon one of Wright's rebellious nature, the volume

oflectures is one that preserves, fortunately for us,

an impressive collection of Wrightian candor on a

myriad of subjects not the least of which was

architecture and its ramifications in a democratic

society.

These lectures, published without editing or

comment irt 1939 and again in 1941, although
preserving an introspective and enlightening cap-

sule of Wright philosophy, remain relatively un-

known compared to other works by or about him.
Lund Humphries Publishers, Ltd. of London has

now sought to alleviate this condition by publishing

a photo-offset facsimile edition of the original. It is
being distributed in the United States by M.I.T.
Press under their imPrint.

So full of varied topics and subiect matter is this

small book that one is perplexed when it comes to
choose among them for mention. The titled subject,

while ostensibly dealing with "democratic archi-

tecture," follows tangents that touch upon and

intermingle a gteat many of the world's problems

and considers what are the causitive factors, and in

some cases, what can and should be done about

them. Some things, such as Wright's "Organic" and

"Usonia" concepts receive lengthy explanations

and examples, while other matters are relegated to

the pith of a simple caustic statement. In the latter,

one finds Wright at his best, his wit honed sharp by

the bantering of questions proffered by his audience

of young British architects and students. Although
he admits about politics that, "I know little about

politics; I confess that I respect politicians not at

all," he nonetheless accuses capitalists, a term

highly associated with the United States of whom

Wright declares "own everything" through their

strongholds of banks, insurance companies, broker-

ages, "and other money lending institutions."

Time as used by Wright is as variable as his

subject matter, and is utilized by him to pull

analogies from the past to uphold his statements on

the present, and predictions to cause contemplation
on the future. Of the latter, Wright makes a state-
ment concerning the future, twenty-five years hence
(c. 1964) "If we are not able to see beyond the
present and to plan accordingly for the future, we
shall stay where we are - eventually to Iight for
existence in trenches in our ciry parks or rot in
bomb-proof cellars." Certainly a relevant if not
Orwellian statement.

Although dissatisfied with most of what he sees
or knows of in the contemporary world, Wright does
find a few things, albeitfeu, that he sincerely believes
are right or good. Among them, naturally, is his
own architecture as well as that of his "Lieber
Meister" Louis Sullivan. Plaudets are also accorded
architectures of the past which were, in his words,
"Organic - in a sense," namely those of Egypt and
the Gothic Middle Ages. Wright does make mention
of several specific examples of his own work,
although it is usually only to buttress or illustrare a

role that architecture should play in democrary, or
vice-versa. For those who know Wright mainly as a

designer, they would do well also to know Wright as

a thinker. The two are really inseparable. In these
Iectures Wright seems to have been caught up in the
pleasure of his own company, but it is a company we
can all enjoy.

Technically the book is adequate for its purpose,
to reproduce Wright's four British lectures. The
rype is large and easily read, the total lecture text
consisting ofonly forty-seven pages. There is a short
anonymous introduction, with an equally short
forward by Wright himself. A list of Wright's build-
ings and projects through 7939 and twenty-one
pages of plates illustrating some of his work were
retained in the facsimile as found in the original.
The list however is neither complete nor very useful
other than general reference since only project
names, a date, and the city were listed. There are no
addresses norindicationthatthedate refers to either
design or erection. As for the illustrations, they have

suffered somewhat when compared to the original,
mainly in the loss of shadow detail, but in any case

the plates serve their original purpose, that of a

substitute for the slides and movies Wright used
during the lectures. Some of the photographs I
might point out are seld<;m seen views of wellknown
Wright buildings. Neither the list or plates have any
real bearing on the worth of this book.

I highly recommend its perusal by Wright buffs,
and endorse it as a worthy addition to the book-
shelve of any serious student of modern architecture
and its thinkers.

Reviewed by Thomas Yanul
Illinois Historic Sites Survey
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THE POPE-LEIGHEY HOUSE, by Frank Lloyd
Wrigbt, an oral bi$rtry publislted by the National Trwt
for Historic Preseraation. I 961 , I 20 pp. , illut., cloth,

$6.50. (Clotb edition auailable only frttm The Prairie
Scbool Press). A paper edition is auailable frc,m Tlte
National Trast.

It is amazing to find bow lou cost bouring in America
is the crying need of tlte hclr. I feel it t the most
important fteld t/tqt ae ltaue and it ltat been neglected
by oar arcbitects.

With these words in 79)6 Frank Lloyd VTright
produced a 3 bedroom which cost $4,800. including
architect's fee. It was not one-of-a-kind prototype
but the pilot model for a new type of house which
Wright named "Usonian" meaning "of, or belong-
ing to the United States". By 1959, the year of his
death, Wright had designed over J00 Usonian
houses, some 132 of which were built in 30 states of
Usonia.

The basic idea of the Usonian house was one of
simplicity, employment of natural materials, and
use of factory methods of construction on the site,
to achieve an architect-designed low cost house -
one of lfright's fondest dreams. The houses were
dreams but dreams made into reality. While they
may have been no less costly to build than con-
ventional houses they were no more expansive, and
offered immeasurably more in human as well as

architectural terms. The first Usonian clients were
not the well-to-do self made businessmen of the
Oak Park/ Prairie years but struggling young profes-
sors, newspaper writers, and small town merchants.
It is grimly shaking to realize that in 197 7, 35 years
of "advancement" after the inception of the Uso-
nian house, these same struggling young people
cannot even afford a tract house in suburbia much
less an architect designed custom home.

The simple life these houses demanded was in
keeping with the modest means and informal life
style the clients already had. Usonian houses de-
signed by Wright for wealthier clients were most
often simply expanded low cost Usonian models.
True to the spirit of a democratic architecture the
only difference between low, medium and high cost
housing was one of size. The materiais used, quality
of space, and relationship to nature was the same
regardless of price. This concept could very well
have provided the basis for a social revolution in
which design excellence rather than economic abili-
ty would characterize the American dwelling place.
However, the concept was ignored in 1919, in
1949, and in 1959, and it has taken the riots of
Watts, Detroit, and Newark for designers to finally
come face to face with architecture and democracv.
Do we build as we say we believe?

f'he Usonian house provided a testing laboratory
for Wright's ideas including new processes of heat-
ing and lighting, construction innovations, and use

of standard details. The first Usonian house for Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Jacobs, Madison, Wisconsin, in
1916 was the first building to use Wright's in-
vention of gravity heating. Once proven, the same

heating system was installed in the Johnson !7ax
administration building as well as all of the later
Usonian houses.

Fusing the lighting system and architecture into
a harmonious unit was pioneered by Wright in the
Prairie houses and the Usonian houses continued
this experimentation. The Jacobs house had an

exposed electrical r^cev'tay suspended from the ceil-
ing which ran thru the entire house. Lighting
Iixtures were plugged into the raceway at various
points depending on the type and amount of light
needed for each space.

Panel wall construction (using plywood for the
core-support rather than 2x4 studs) with tilt up
wall constructiofl was used in the construction of
the Usonian houses. Most often the building site
became the factory itself for wall fabrication but in
some cases whole wall sections were shop fabricated
and transported to the site for quick erection.

The use of a basic unit system or module upon
which all walls and wall openings were based
decreased the time/costs of design, working draw-
ings, and construction, as well as ensuring a harmo-
nious consistency within each house. Repetition of
door and window sizes and use of a Standard Detail
Sheet provided a standard ization of construction for
all the Usonian houses where ever they were built,
further cutting building costs.

The definitive book on the Usonian houses has
yet to be written but a tantilizing glimpse of what
such a document could contain is in the small book
devoted to a study of the Pope-Leighey house
published by the National Trust for Historic Pre-
servation. The Pope-Leighey house was built in
1939 for Loren Pope, a young newspaper writer,
and his family, near Falls Church, Virginia. The
Popes moved from the Washington D.C. area 1n

1946 at which time the house was sold to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Leighey. The Leigheys lived in the
house until 1963 when the State of Virginia began
demolition proceedings, clearing the way for a new
highway which was to run right thru the house. The
ensuing fight to save the house resulted in its
removal to Woodlawn Plantation, Mt. Vernon, Vir-
ginia, under the protective wing of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation.

The book contains actual correspondence be-
tween Loren Pope and Frank Lloyd Wright which



conveys the excitement and enthusiasm of both men
in building something totally new far better than
any observer could describe in their own words.
Two other chapters are of particular interest in
revealing the process by which this house was built
and rebuilt. One contains an interview with Gordon
Chadwick, the apprentice of Wright's in the Taiiesin
Fellowship who boarded with the Popes and acted

as contractor and job supervisor. The other chapter

is an interview with Howard Rikert, the builder of
the original house and contractor for the dis-

assembly, move, and reconstruction of the house.

Both interviews are full of the day to day problems

and solutions that accompany building a Frank
Lloyd Wright house. These are intensely personai
glimpses which make the whole process extremely
human and offer fascinating insights.

The house was featured in an article called The

Loue Affair of a Man and His Hoase which appeared in
the August 1948 issue of House Beautiful maga-

zine. The article, written by Loren Pope, has be-

come a classic in the company of Usonian house

owners. The National Trust book contains a sequel

by Mr. Pope, Tuenty-Fiue Years Later - Still a Loue

Affuir. It describes how Pope learned of Wright, the

events which led to the design of the house, and the

reason for the sale of the house in 1946 to the

Leigheys.

From this point the Pope-Leighley history is

related by Mrs. Leighey in a humorously written
description of what it is like to really live in a Frank

Lloyd Wright house. The pruning away of non-

essentials in order to live in harmony with the house

is lovingly recalled.

Other sections of the book are less significant

but offer fill in material on the site and landscaping,
interior design and furnishings, and the history of
the house and its move to Woodlawn. Two addition-
al chapters, one by H. Allen Brooks and the other

by Edgar Kauffmann, Jr. relate the Pope-Leighey

house to the whole panorama of Frank Lloyd

Wright's life and works. Unfortunately, photo-
graphs of the house under construction and repro-

ductions of the orlginal working drawings are too
small to be of any use in understanding the design-

construction process.

The book, rather than reading like a historical
tract becomes a scenario and the characters (Wright,
Pope, Leighey, Chadwick, Rickert) become real

people revealing their part in the drama. They

dream reality, realize dreams, confront obstacles,

overcome problems, and work out solutions.
What can be learned from the Usonian house

experiments in terms of modest cost dwellings
today? Certainly the natural materials used prior to

7959 offer no cost advantages now. Tidewater Red
Cypress is almost unobtainable today, brick has
soared in price, and colored finely finished concrete
is no longer an inexpensive floor. Methods of
construction which took advantage of the cheap
labor rates of the depression are no longer useful.
Brick chimneys with horizontaily raked joints,
board and batten walls lovingly screwed together
with brass screws are only economical when carpen-
ters get $1.00 an hour, bricklayers 90f an hour.
Even the hierarchy of room sizes which the Usonian
house explored by trading minimal bedrooms,
baths, and kitchen for one really large living room
shcruld be examined in light of family life n 197 l.
With extremes in work/study habits, entertainment
preferences, and time schedules between family
members can one public space, however grand,
serve the entire range of demands?

It is easy to say that the lessons of the Usonian
house is in the realm of the spirit. "All values are

human values," said Wright, "else not valuable".
Frank Lloyd Wright could and did put his uncopy-
able stamp of human values on the Usonians and

this is not a transferable quality. But it is not copy
material we are looking for but a way of making the
individual house viable today - economically, aes-

theticaily, practically - for the 7)% of the Usonian
population who still prefer to live in a single family
dwelling.

Technology has been hailed as the solution to
the housing problem from Bucky Fuller's 4D Dy-
maxion House in 1.927 to the federal government's
Operation Breakthrough in 1970. The meager in-
dustrial output is due to ai affay of problems not
the least ofwhich has been the poor visual result.

What possible uses can a book on one small
Usonian house built in 1939 have on the problem
of housing 26 million people in the next l0 years?

Edgar Kauffmann, Jr. says in his chapter in the
book "they (the Usonian houses) contain the seed

of a sane approach to prefabrication without mono-
tony." The book should be encouragement for all
designers and architects currently working on pre-
fabricated, mass-produced, factory made, produc-
tion dwellings (including mobile homes). If they
can learn from the Usonian experiment then the
teachers, writers, and small businessmen who
dream in rented apartments of better life in a home
of their own can find cause for hope. It is a matter of
necessity that the quality of life revealed in the Pope-
Leighley book be made to live again. What existed
as an opportunity for a few in 1939 should and can

be made available to many in 797 7.

Reviewed by Donald Kalec

Chicaeo Art Institute
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BRUCE GOFF, A Porfolio, designed and compiled by
lVilliam Murphy and Loah Maller, uith an introdactiort
by Herb Greene. The Architeitural Leagae of Neu york
and The American Feleration of Art, 1970, 28 plates
plur turt, bo.red, glO.OO.

This pordolio is a boxed selection of twenty-two
1.1"x77" prints of plans, renderings and photo-
graphs ofseventeen projects and executed buiidings
by Bruce Goff. Also included are six hallsize sheets
of working drawings, an essay by Bruce Goff, an
introduction by Herb Greene and a list of Z)6
buildings and projects dating from 1918 to 1968.

The first impression upon receiving this portfolio
is disappointment in the actual 'box" housing the
prints which seems very temporary in nature and
not up to the fine quality of the prints and the
format of the presentation of the material. However,
this apparent flaw in the portfolio makes one tend
to reflect upon ideas for the use and preservation of
the material contained within, and thereby imme-
diately exaggerates rhe potential differences be-
tween the values ofthis type ofpresentation and the
usual bound book-type format of presentation.
Upon reflecting upon the means to preserve this
material and use it to the fullest one immediately
becomes more personally involved in the material as
a participant rather than merely a "viewer of a
book."

The first major advantage of this porrfolio is that
the description of the material is all presented on
one sheet, with references to the plate numbers,

leaving the prints uncluttered in reference to titles
and descriptions which might detracr from the
rendering or photograph. Therefore the prints are
immediately seen as obl'ects to be matted, framed or
otherwise mounted to studio or office walls for
more long term viewing and study. This is particu-
larly important in a study of Goff work as the order
and discipline inherent in his work is not always
apparent in what appears to be a myriad of forms
and diverse and complex compositions.

The unbound sheets are also meaningful in
studying relationships of plans, sections and eleva-
tions which is more difficult to do in the more
sequential revelations of the book form format. This
is very apparent in studying the Duncan House
which is a beautifully composed plan of inter-
weaving arcs and circles but would be difficult to
understand in relationship to the elevation without
being able to iuxtapose plan and elevation in a
direct projection. This study is more revealing than
numerous photographs would be, although the
inclusion of photographs would have been helpful.
(see P.lR p. 14, Vol. VII, Number 2, t97O for
photos of the Duncan House). The six half-size
prints ( 12" x t)-1 I 2" ) of working drawings of the
addition to the Joe and Etsuko Price house are also
an invaluable aid to the study of spatially complex
structure and are a rather rare offering in regard to
material usually presented about Goff.

The material presented in this portfolio that was
previously unpublished is obviously importanr and
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interesting, but equaily important is the inclusion of
original renderings of a size that make them more
descriptive than photographs. The perspective of
the Hyde residence is a case in point, as it more
nearly approximates the feeling, sense of detail and

design concept as experienced than any of the
photographs. In this case the dark green colors of
the actual building make it difficuit to photograph,
so the drawing more realistically delineates the
building as it exists. This is particularl), true of Herb

Greene's renderings of the Bavinger house, in plan

and elevation.
In regard to the renderings included in this

selection it should be mentioned that proper credit

is given to the delineators, which is all too often not
the case. The delineators in most cases were stu-

dents at the University ol Oklahoma, and the

individual styles of delineation could be considered

as indicative of the work encouraged by Bruce Goff
during his tenure as Chairman of the School of
Architecture at the University of Oklahoma. The

importance of the credit given to the delineators is
somewhat indicative of one of the maior contribu-
tions of Goff as an educator. It would aPpear that

Goff has exercised a rather uncanfly talent of being

able to ascertain exceptional abilities in students

even before that ability was made apParent and to
encourage that ability in its inherent and individual
direction rather than encouraging conformance to
gefl erally accepted contenlporary standards.

The emphasis herein placed upon the vatue of
studying relationships of the plans, sections and

elevations (including all details of the working
drawings ) rather than interpreting photographs

should perhaps be elaborated upon. It is due to the

particular dimensional nature of Goff's work that
makes this necessary, and should help explain why

the tag of "paper architecture" is a very in-

appropriate description of Goff architecture. In
studying photographs taken of the work of Goff it is

usually apparent that the photos do not rePresent

what was seen and experienced. This shows the

conflict of trying to represent in two dimensions

something that exists in a multi-dimensional form
which is expressing the full potential of our

spacef time continuum. In contrast it can be seen

that photographs taken of much of the best of the
"International Style" architecture look better than

the actual building did when viewing it in three

dimensions. This is primarily due to the fact that

these buildings were conceived on paper, in two
dimensions and studied to look their best in that
form. When these two dimensional designs are

extruded in three dirnensional space as buildings,
they then represent the inherent ambiguities of this

approach and thusly are not as good in reality as

they would appear on the original drawing or

consequently as a photograph. The photograph
then becomes a method of transforming the build-

ing back into the two dimensional form in which it
was conceived. This is to explain in general that
Goff architecture cannot be expressed realistically in
two dimensions and is intended to encourage the

first hand multi-dimensional experience of this
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work in its final, true existence.

Meanwhile, we must in part depend on the
"media as our message" and interpret it as best we
can. The March, 797 o Arcbitectilrol Reczrd stated
"Goff Show Makes Wave in New York City,"
referring to crowds jamming the New York Archi-
tectural League's extensive exhibition of drawings,
slides and prints of buildings by Bruce Goff. For
those unable to see that show, this pordolio has
been made available and as such has a great value
. . . . a value enhanced by the rather limited edition
published at this time.

Reviewed by Vincent E. VandeVenter
Architect

THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL, Tbe Donestic Arcbitecture

of Cbhago, b.y Gerald l4artsheim. N. L Astociates, Inc.,

Iowa City, Iowa, 1 97 1, 80 ilides plu: 1 9 pp. tert.

,fi150.00 yt.

Strictly speaking, I suppose that one should not
review a collection ofsiides on a book review page.
In this case, however, we have much more than a

mere collection of pretty pictures. Mr. Mansheim of
N. I. Associates, who are professional photogra-
phers, rather than architects or historians, they are,
nevertheless, extremely knowledgeable on the sub-
ject of midwestern architecture.

In their travels throughout the midwest in pur-
suit of their vocation, they have become fascinated
by the architecture of the area. And, since they work
in a wide area, usually traveling by automobile in
order to carry their photographic paraphenalia, they
have ample opportunity to find those bits and gems
of architecture which so often are missed by the
professional historian. Moreover, Mr. Mansheim has
taken the time to research his findings and record
names, dates, and all the other information one
wishes he had when he sees a superb example of the
architect's art in some long forgotten periodical
where the editor conveniently forflor to list such
"minor" items.

The set of photographs we have before us now
consists of eighty standard 2 x 2 color slides. They

The Sasan Laurence Dana hoarc. Franh Lloyd Wright,
Architect.

range from Richardson and Suliivan to Wright and

his contemporaries, through Percy Bentley and

Barry Byrne, with twenty-two architects named.

Only four of the shots are unidentified as to
architect. All include addresses, most have dates.

The set comes in a standard carousel along with
a nineteen page commentary which includes a pata'
graph about each slide. They are roughly in chrono-
logicai order ending in l9l), although those few

unidentified houses may be later.

The set is in such a form that one could, if he

wished, use it exactly as received. On the other
hand, one could also insert, delete or expand upon
the collection. The set we have for review is slightly
uneven in quality of printing but I am assured by N.
I. Associates that this is being taken care of.
Knowing their other work, I have no doubt this will
be so.

The collection of slides of a particular style of
architecture can be a time consuming and costly
task. We suggest that efforts such as we have here
are a valuable addition to any historian's library.
This is the first of three sets of slides the firm plans,
the others already announced and in the works
being on Wright's Early Works and Sullivan's
Banks. We look forward to the future issues.

Reviewed by W. R. Hasbrouck

Letters to the Editors
Sirs:

. . . Your price quote on Bruce Grtff in Architectare

by Takenobu Mohri is incorrect. A price of $40.00
was quoted to me by Satoree Yoneyama, President,
Kenchiku Planning Center in a (recent letter) . . . .

Donald Palmer
San Francisco, California

(Ed. Note:) Mr. Palmer it partially conect. We quoted the

correct price only to ditcouer later tbat the pablisbers were

rclling the book for $16.75 in Japan wbile selling it frtr
,fi40.()O outtide tlseii ()an czutttry. As a matter of /aX, they

firut ffired it in tbe United States far $5O.oo. The book i:
a fine one, bat ue tbinh it ertremely lnfortunate tltat the
ptblisbers baue taken tbb attitade. For thh reann we are not
able to ffir it to oar regular customers.

Sirs:

Thank you for the fine article on Bruce Goff in
your recent issue of Tlte Prairie Scltool Reuiew. As a

long-time admirer of Mr. Goff's work (even though
it is completely outside my professional area), I was
most pleased with the clarity and insight of your
recent coverage. Of especial pleasure was the fact
that its author apparently derived the majority of his
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information from Mr. Goff himself, instead of utiliz-
ing secondary and tertiary sources - a character-
istic all too common in the academic world. Thank
you again. Keep up the good work.

Sincerely,
Charles L. Adams

Professor ofEnglish
University of Nevada

Sirs:

Bruce Goff is unquestionably one of the signili-
cant mavericks of the U.S. architectural scene, and
the illustrations accompanying Robert Kostka's
recent article in The hairie Scbool Reaiaa, aptly
attests to his preeminence. Yet something must be
said about Kostka's article itself. It does neither
justice to Goff himself, nor to the author. Of course
Goff is in a way a "loner," and yet his work
beautifully mirrors the changes in architectural fash-
ion which have been going on over the past decades.
For example much of Goff's work of the '20s is, in
its angular jaggedness, as "expressionist" as the
then concurrent work of Frank Lloyd Wright, Lloyd
Wright or of R.M. Schindler. In fact, much of Gofls
yocabulary of this decade relies, as did that of the
Wright's and Schindler, on a combination of the
early Moderne and the Pre-Columbian. Thus Gofls
1923 study for a studio or his study for a glass
house in Tulsa of 1929 could just as well have come
from the hands of Lloyd Wright.

That Goff was not thoroughly aware of Frank
Lloyd Wright when he produced such schemes as "A
Study for a Stucco House with a Reflecting Pool,"
or the "Frame House with a 4-U7ay Fireplace" (both
of tgts) or his 1920, "A Modern Home of the
Midwest Typ"," is frankly unbelievable. These de-
signs are too knowing and sophisticated to have
been derived ". . . by houses that had in turn been
influenced by the Prairie School . . . perhaps con-
tractor house." By 1915 or 1916 when Goff pre-
sumably went to work, the designs and buildings of
Wright and other Prairie architects had been well
publicized both in the popular and professional
press and therefore were readily available to any
interested person.

To assert that Goffs ". . . roots are firmly in the
Oklahoma Prairie" is one of those frequently en-
countered assertions that is as meaningless as one
can imagine. His "Frame House with a 4-Way
Fireplace," is quite close to the early Australian
work of Walter B. Griffen (:ic). Does this mean that
Griffen's (tic) work is of the Oklahoma Prairie, or
that Goff has transplanted Australia to the Western
Prairie? Goffs "Glass House" for Tulsa could be
closely matched by the designs and buildings of the
two l7rights and Schindler, which according ro

them, were specifically meant to mirror Southern
California.

If these and other observations are Goffls: fine
and good; the historian should indeed fully and
accurately record them. But they should not be
presented as the author has done as historic fact.
From Goff, an assertion that, "His forms seem at
once both geometric and organic, archetypal while
still unique to each building . . ." is pretentious,
obscure, but perhaps excusable. But for an historian
to make such a statement is deplorable. Such an
obscure use of language may be great for a TV
commercial, where one ls normally expected to put
aside one's critical facilities, but it is hardly excus-
able for an historian attempting to explain the
designs of an important architect. The historian's
task should be to clarify, not to confuse, to critically
perceive what the architect is about and what he has
accomplished, not to obscure his subject with a
lavish, imprecise rhetoric.

Sincerely,
David Gebhard, Director

The Art Galleries
University of California, Santa Barbara

Mr. Kostka replies:

Sirs:

I think page 7 clearly indicates ulten Mr. Goff did
and did not know about Frank Lloyd Wright,s work,
as told to me by Mr. Goff himself. As to the
impossibility of a t2 year old boy living in pre-
World War I Tulsa, Oklahoma notknowingall about
Wright's work, it is as likely tben as it would be now.

In his book review of Brace Glff, (pSR, Vol. VII,
#4) Richard Helstern brilliantly discussed the prob_
lem of Goffls forms, their complexity and in-
ventiveness. My own analysis was not as well de_
fined as Helstern's. "Organic" is a way of organiza-
tion, in no way related to the regularity or irregular_
ity of the units that comprise the system. Both Goff
and Mies use geometric units, but within different
systems of relationships. Mies's early buildings were
asymmetrical within a sharply defined vertical and
horizontal grid. As Mies's work evolved, it assumed
a classical form of symmetry. Goff on the other hand
uses geomerric elements in either a sharply defirted
grid, or one with a graduated phasing. It is Organic
in system and can be either regular or irregular.

The archetypeal form for the Bavinger House is a
spiral, a complex symbol of growth, cycles, etc., yet
is a unique solution for the client whose favorite
hobby is growing indoor plants.

Certainly there are always many cross-currents of
ideas at any time, and in the l92O's Art Deco was
certainly one of them. Yet why assume that these
important innovators had to baue infllences, rather
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than be influencw in their own right. They were often
very original in their work.

The continued unawareness of Non-Western ar-

chitectures by many architectural historians is ap-

pa1ling, and frequently leads to confusions about

their relationships to Western building. One such

commofl confusion is the supp<-rsed Pre-Columbian
influences upon the Prairie School. Ignoring the old
tradition for carved stone walls within Japan itself,

the myth persists that the Imperial Hotel was a

"Mayan Building. " If one assumes that Architecture
is Space rather than Ornament, I have yet to find
any example of influence at all, and I have ex-

perienced Pre-Columbian spaces from the American

Southwest, through the Valley of Mexico, Oaxaca,
Yucatan and on into Peru itself.

Ornaments from all cultures have been ecclecti-

cally used, but no one considers New York's Sum-

mit Hotel a Pre-Columbian building or the Tribune
Tower truly Gothic. One of the few examples of a

Pre-Columbian kind of space in a Wrightian build-
ing that I can think of, that is usually pointed out as

a prime example of anotlter architectural style, is
Falling Water.

I regret that the writing style was not up to the
highest standard of the television commercial . . . a
form that demands clarity, simpiicity and per-

suasiveness . . . desirable qualities in any writitg.
Robert Kostka

Sirs:

As a long time reader of The hairie Scbool Reuiew,

I have come to note that you seem to have a catholic
range of interests based on your primary thesis that
the Prairie School was and is a major American
architectural achievement. You are right.

Upon reviewing various (and too few) of your
readerships "Letters to the Editors", I find that
when you do an article on some relatively well-
known figure, you apparently get quite good and

sometimes critical response. However, when you

cover an unknown, such as Mr. Engelbrecht's article
of last year on Trost, I see no comment. Why?

Lloyd H. Hobson
Chicago

(Ed. Note:) Mr. Hobsttn brings ap an important point. We

find that articles abatt well-hnoun figarer generate uolames of
mail, mucb of wbicb is ualaable and some of whhlt is
repetitioas. It is notpossible to print all rucls letters. It is also

true tbat we bear little concerning the lesser knoum arcbitects.

We belieue tbis to be due to tbe fact that our professional

bistorian srbscribers, not bauing preuiously been aware af
nme of tbe subjects couered, do not feel in a position to

criticize. We saggest that cowtrttctiue criticitm * always

welcome.

Prwiew
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The next issue of Volume VIII of Tbe hairie
Schaol Reuiaa will complete the storv of Sculptor
Richard W. Bock with Tbe Matnre Collaborations.

Bocks' work with not only Frank Lloyd Wright
but with a number of other Prairie School

architects will be covered in detail by Donald
Hallmark.

Due to the length of next quarter's issue,

we do not plan to have any books reviewed.

We do plan to include some letters to the
editors and look forward to receiving such

material.

Articles concerning the Prairie School of
architecture are invited from contributors.
Those planning a major article should write
in advance giving a fairly complete outline of
what is proposed. Measured drawings, sketches
and photographs are also welcome. Original
material will be returned if a stamped, self
addressed envelope is enclosed.

Contributors are asked to write for our
style manual "Notes for Contributors" as

noted in Volume VII, Number 2.

Handsome and durable library type binders
for your copies of The Ptairie School Review.

Binders are covered in brown leatherette with
gold stampings on the cover and backbone.

Single copies can be easily removed if desired.

Price: $3.)o each (US Funds)
Address your order, enclosing
check or money order to:

THE PRATRIE SCHOOL PRESS

12)09 South 89th Avenue
Palos Park, Illinois 60464

Illinois residents please include
) % sales tax. ( 1 8f for each binder)

Binders
Hold 12 issues in each.

Copies open flat.
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Intide tlte couer of tlte 1895 Cbicago Arcbitectural Cltb
Exbibition Catalogre uat the follaaing aduert*ement:
"Plaster casts of tlte claer derign 24 inches, by Ricbard W.

Boch, Sculptur, may be bad by addrening Mr. Bock at the

Club Hoase. Price #1.5o." Models and catfr are now ktst.

Tbe price giues rcne indication of tbe relatiuely small ize
and animportance of t/te commission.
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